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[Verse 1:]
U ain't even knowin what you do to me-
There's somethin bout you baby that keeps callin me-
U got me feelin high like I'm on ecstacy-
I want you next to me- so come N step to me.
I feel your flow, I'm diggin your style.
Baby you know just how to make me smile.
I told you once before this is as real as you'll get-
Baby stick with me and you will have no regrets.
All that I am askin is that you keep it real-
I'm lovin everything about you N how you make me
feel.

[Hook:]
You were seekin me- N I was peepin u.
N I'm knowin that you see- you're diggin on me too.
You mean so much to me- what I say is true-
N I love what you do to me- definitely-
I just love the way you do. The way you do.

[Verse 2:]
I can't seem to understand the feelings you've
inspired-
The passion that I feel inside- it burns like fire.
Tryin to find excuses just to be around ya-
I'm so glad I found ya- it's hard to be without ya now-
Right before I go to bed- these thoughts up in my head-
It's you that's on my mind- I reminisce on what you
said.
It was inevitable- the way that is goin down-
You're unforgettable- I'm lovin havin you around.
Tell me again- can we be lovers and friends?.
Driftin on a memory- you're all I see-
You're where I wanna be- N that's definitely.
I feel that I am fortunate N lucky to have u-
I'm not the only one who's lucky cuz you got me too.
Call it what you want- its fate or destiny.
You get the message loud N clear-
Baby it's meant to be.

[Hook:]
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You were seekin me- N I was peepin u.
N I'm knowin that you see- you're diggin on me too.
You mean so much to me- what I say is true-
N I love what you do to me- definitely-
I just love the way you do. The way you do.

Ooh. Ahh. The way you do- it's just the way you do.
The way you do- the way you do.

[Outro:]
I love the way you do.
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